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1. FOREWORD
Tourism is a vital part of the economy worth £127billion per annum, around 9% of GDP, creating
jobs in every single local authority across Britain. The opportunity for growth is huge, but
international tourism is extremely competitive and despite successive record years the UK
continues to lose market share.
Nevertheless, we have a window of opportunity. Britain’s vote to leave the European Union has
created a chance to put Tourism at the top of the agenda. The Industrial Strategy, outlined in a
recent Green Paper by the Government, offers an open invitation for the tourism industry to come
up with a sector deal that is mutually beneficial to both the Government and the industry. It provides
an opportunity for the tourism sector as a whole to pursue a strategic direction for the next decade
and beyond, ensuring that issues of skills and productivity, connectivity and infrastructure,
technology and regulations are all tackled in a coordinated manner throughout the industry.
Following the Sector’s agreement to work for a Tourism Sector Deal, the BTA has agreed to provide
research, strategic guidance and coordination for the frameworks needed to pull a Sector Deal
together. The BTA will play the role of a neutral player for the Tourism Sector and will not lead the
overall direction of the Sector.
A Tourism Sector Deal will be granted by Government if the Sector can prove that it can provide
clear objectives and a long-term vision for the industry in the future.
Britain is the best value it has been in over a decade yet interest in Britain does not automatically
convert into visits. We need to drive conversion and advocacy to convert interest and appetite to
travel into solid bookings through a focused marketing campaign, building our social media
presence to maximise the opportunities of new technology and developing relationships with key
influencers. We will use data and analytics to deliver a more bespoke offer, ensuring that we reach
our targeted audience with appropriate content at every part of the customer journey and working
with our partners to drive through bookable product to deliver conversion. We will communicate
with people in their own language and build advocates for England and Britain who amplify our
messages in their own social channels.
Our strength continues to be our understanding of our customers and markets and we will help
British tourism businesses build their export capability. Our expertise is widely regarded as a great
asset by both businesses and public diplomacy partners and so we will invest more in our
international network so that staff in our four regional hubs can work flexibly across more markets.
But we face some big challenges, our budget is modest when compared to our competitors and
getting tourists beyond London is challenging. Our goal is to ensure tourism benefits the whole of
Britain by helping people travel more widely, showing people the diversity of experiences, culture
and countryside across Britain. We will leverage the GREAT programme using our partnerships to
amplify tourism messages in markets where we have a presence and extend our reach into markets
where we are not active through the FCO’s Global Britain communications program.
On the domestic front English tourism has gained significant momentum in the past year and the
2017/18 period is the time to build on, and make the most of, that platform. Round 2 of the Discover
England Fund offers a substantive investment opportunity for the industry, with funding of between
£1-2m available for large scale collaborative projects led by Destination Organisations. The link-up
between themes, geographies and implementation bodies fostered by this round of the Fund will
set the tone for the future direction and development of the tourism industry.
Our business plan reflects our commitment to developing and growing tourism both from a domestic
and inbound perspective against a continuing backdrop of tight fiscal pressure. All our activities in
2017/18 will be focused on delivering our corporate priorities and developing our organisation into
a high-performing, multi-disciplinary, engaged and resilient team building a reputation for
excellence and creativity and smart and modern ways of working.
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2. ABOUT US
Our role
We are a non-departmental public body funded by the Department of Culture Media and Sport
(DCMS) and are responsible for the activities of VisitBritain and VisitEngland. Our objective, to
inspire overseas travellers to explore Britain and British residents to experience the best that
Britain has to offer across all its nations and regions.
Our VisitEngland activity is focussed on the development and delivery of the £40m Discover
England Fund. A three year funding programme for large scale collaborative and innovative bids
that join up and develop the product across geographies and themes and support the domestic
market through the delivery of stand-out bookable product.
VisitBritain plays a unique role in increasing the value and volume of tourism exports, developing
England and Britain’s visitor economy by promoting Britain worldwide and boosting visitor spend.
Our international network connects us with a global audience across four regions – Europe; the
Americas; Asia Pacific, Middle East & Africa (APMEA), and China & North East Asia – serviced
by offices around the world. Across these markets we build relationships with local trade, media
and commercial partners, as well as implementing a broad range of relevant, timely and local
campaign strategies to maximise return. This activity is based on our customer insight, our
knowledge of the barriers to inbound tourism growth and our solutions for addressing them.
As well as working closely with destinations across the nations and regions, we act as a route to
market for small tourism businesses through our travel trade, digital and retail activities and
provide advice and support to tourism providers in England on setting up and growing their
tourism business.
Alongside our work with partners and the travel trade, VisitBritain/VisitEngland act as a trusted
advisor to Government and industry on matters affecting Britain’s standing as a leading tourism
market, particularly those that affect the UK’s international competitiveness, making the case for
tourism to be prioritised in policy making by providing policy solutions, market intelligence and
customer insights.

Our mission
To grow the volume and value of inbound tourism across the nations and regions of
Britain and to develop world class English tourism product to support our growth
aspirations
Our mission statement clarifies as an organisation and as individual employees that our role is to
deliver 40 million international visitors spending £31.5m by 2020. To deliver the Discover
England fund, aimed at increasing inbound visits, spend and support the domestic market
through the delivery of exceptional bookable tourism products.
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Our strategy
VisitBritain/VisitEngland will continue to deliver activity that drives economic growth across the
nations and regions by providing customer focussed marketing strategy built on content, digital
and PR. This will drive the aspiration to travel, will link our B2B and product development work to
make sure that bookable regional British product is available to international consumers. Our
focussed regional strategies will allow us to leverage our knowledge of the local overseas market,
translate the changing consumer trends and engage key target segments proactively throughout
their entire customer journey.
In 2017/18, the organisation will continue to maintain distinct activities to develop and market
English tourism and to market Britain overseas to drive growth in international leisure and
business tourism.
Our corporate priorities for 2017/18 reflect these drivers and are as follows:-

CORPORATE PRIORITIES - SUMMARY







Focussed regional strategies around our hub structure
Deliver activity that drives economic growth across the
regions and nations
Customer focused marketing strategy built on content,
digital and PR
Britain Brand
Commercial strategy – reviewing trade and intermediary
activity across commercial partnerships
Product development for England and Britain
England action plan including review of business support
Launch new national tourism quality scheme





Evaluate and share best practice of year 1 bids
Award and oversee delivery of larger scale 2 year bids
Award and oversee small number of one-year bids


1. Deliver tourism
growth across the
nations and regions




2. Delivery of the
Discovery England
fund

3. Deliver and amplify
the GREAT #OMGB
marketing
campaigns





4. Deliver research
and insights to
inform Government,
industry and our
marketing activity









GREAT investment in US, France, Germany, Gulf, China,
India, Australia
Domestic #OGB campaign focused on under 35s, rural
and coast.
Bid for GCF funds to extend #OMGB into unfunded
markets
Use insight and learnings from analytics to optimise
campaigns and measure performance
Body of research as part of DEF
Provide analysis of statistics and trends
Deliver measurement of VisitBritain marketing activities
using digital and real time data sources
Deliver the inbound tourism forecast for Britain
Advise Government on issues affecting tourism through
Brexit.
Statutory research from VisitEngland
Communicate statistics and trends through proactive press
engagement
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5. Deepen our partner
relationships to
leverage value





6. Develop our role in
the BVE sector

7. Ensure that we
manage our funds
efficiently and
comply with
Government
guidelines

8. Build the skills and
9. capabilities of our
staff and teams to
deliver on our
priorities.

Commercial – Implement structured segmented partnership
strategy to build the amplifier effect of our activity and
deepens partner engagement in areas such a data sharing.
Retail – Build breadth of product suppliers to maximise
revenue
Strategic partners – Agree joint activity and shared
outcomes as set out in the HLMP
PDP – Ensure joint working to address common issues and
support tourism growth.





Support major event bids for Britain
Developing new capacity for England
Generating demand/creating connectivity for future
business for Britain




Implement pension changes
Seek freedoms to enable us to spend our funds more
efficiently
Review partnership processes
Successfully implement new licensed-contact for the quality
schemes
Implement project management approach
Develop IT/IS strategy






 Continue to develop our people strategy
 Develop and implement new performance management
framework
 Review pay and reward policies
 Focus to address skills gaps: digital, commercial and
relationship management space.
 Ensure compliance with new Government initiatives and
legislation (e.g. apprenticeships, , IR35)

Targets and outcomes
Our approach to target setting has been guided by three key principles:




Data-driven targeting and prioritisation
Alignment with targets and priorities set by VisitEngland, Visit Scotland and Visit Wales
Identification and quantification of the trade-offs between different strategic options

The target is derived from the Oxford Economics’ Tourism Decision Metrics model. These
forecasts are based on historic International Passenger Survey (IPS) data. The IPS data is fed
into the Oxford forecasting model which uses a variety of key measures, such as
macroeconomic drivers for each inbound market, to forecast visitor numbers, nights and
spending to the UK. For 2017, Oxford forecasts visits to the UK to grow by 5% and spending by
9%. In 2018, visits are forecast to grow by 2% and spending by 3%.
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Using this baseline forecast, VisitBritain has set a target for its investment to deliver incremental
spend and visits growth at a rate of +1.5% above the market level of growth (measured by the
International Passenger Survey1).
VisitBritain’s regional targets, aim is for the IPS +1.5% growth to be delivered equally across all
nations, are based on VB delivery in relation to its interventions and budgets, and looks at
channels and markets for Britain and for each of the nations. These have been discussed and
agreed at the CEOs, followed up with discussions with nominated research heads, and agreed
at the BTA Board. Final targets will be confirmed by the Secretary of State for Culture Media
and Sport.

Funding within the envelope
At the conclusion of the comprehensive spending review (CSR) 2015, we secured a settlement
agreement for a period from 2016/17 to 2019/20. The Secretary of State agreed a relatively
positive financial settlement for the BTA; but within this made clear expectations for future
governance, efficiency, outcomes and a number of addition tasks.
One year on, the BTA continues to face challenges to balance its budget; the complexity and
limitations of a number of ring-fenced funds; addressing costs pressures and additional
responsibilities with a cash-flat budget. In addition the post-Referendum period has seen the
impact of exchange rate changes and volatility and increasing inflationary pressures in key
supplies and services markets and national policy changes in labour markets will create
additional pay related costs.
We commence the second year of the three-year Discover England Fund (£11.7m). The fund
will seek to support a series of large-scale projects that develop world-class tourism products
and demonstrate collaborative working across large geographies and/or themes (launched July
2017).

Risk and opportunities
We continue to develop our capabilities for managing risk by better horizon scanning and
improving our ability to address uncertainties and emerging risks. We ensure that the board focus
on the things that matter via a quarterly review, with each risk having clear ownership and
accountability. Our culture towards risk is one of the biggest drivers of success or failure and
quality of decision making within the organisation. Risk management is therefore critical to our
business.
Our top risks are summarised below along with their associated mitigation plans.


Partnership funding: We continue to develop our new partnership strategy which is
critical to our ability to extend reach to consumers, increase conversion to travel and
contribute to achieving our targets



The impact of Procurement Regulations and Government Spending Controls: The
Marketing Partnership procedures were revised in 2015 in order to make them
compliant with Public Contract Regulations. Two direct and significant consequences of
this was have been limitation to our freedom to act, and a severe reduction in incomes
from recoverable VAT. We are currently in discussions with both DCMS and Cabinet
Office to explore possible freedoms and exemptions from current government policy

1

The International Passenger Survey is a continuous survey run by the Office for National Statistics at all
major ports of exit from the United Kingdom (airports, ferries, Eurostar, Eurotunnel). Around 40,000 faceto-face interviews per year are conducted with inbound visitors at the end of their visit to the UK. The key
metrics from the survey are visit numbers and spending by inbound visitors.
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that will allow us to act more commercially. This is one of the highest priorities for
Procurement/Finance in 2017-18.


Currency fluctuations: Working across a global market and multiple currencies can
pose financial risks to budgets. Following the UK referendum and decision to leave the
EU, currency markets have been severely volatile increasing the financial risk to the
organisation. While measures can be put in place to mitigate, it has become even more
difficult to predict and balance.



UK irrecoverable VAT: The cost of irrecoverable VAT has continued to increase over
the last 12 months and there is a risk this trend will continue in 2017/18. The conclusion
of the HMRC business/non business VAT recovery method audit in 2016 increased the
organisation’s VAT liability which was further exacerbated by the partnership
procurement regulations. In January 2018, changes in accounting policy for revenue
recognition may impact on the proportion of recoverable VAT outside of the retail
operation.



Pension liabilities: The BTA is in the process of reviewing its accrued and future
pensions’ liabilities. While provision has been made in the budget, current and future
costs will require continued review. The BTA will take measures within the HM Treasury
specified timeframes to comply with Public Sector Pension Reform requirements.



Changes to the IR35 requirements on the public sector: HMRC made announcements
regarding requirements and responsibilities on Public Sector Bodies that engage
individuals/ companies subject to IR35 from April 2015. This will likely increase risk to the
organisation and there is potential wider impact in the job-market; pushing rates up and
disadvantaging public bodies in recruiting contingent and short fixed term labour.

FUNDING FOR 2017/18
BTA
(VB & VE)

VB

£'000

£'000

VE
£'000

GIA - Core

26,533

19,554

Other Grants
GREAT Funding
Discover England Fund
LochNess
May Flower

22,125
11,500
500
260

19,625
500

Total GIA & Other Grant Funding - Resource

60,918

39,679

186
563
2,390
1,276

186

-

563
2,390
1,276

-

GIA Funding - Capital
Other Non-government income (NGF)
Partnership funding - Core
Partnership funding - GREAT
B2B - NGF

Retail - Net Contribution
Other income
Total NGF (including Retail Net Contribution)
Total Income (GIA, Other Grant & NGF)

6,979
2,500 per the allocation letter from DCMS
11,500
260
21,239 Total Resource GIA funding from DCMS

2,830

2,830

483
-

301

7,542

7,360

182

68,646

47,225

21,421

7

-

per the allocation letter from DCMS
Private sector cash match funding and
contribution on campaigns, exchibitions,
trade/events, etc.
This is the net contibution from retail activity
after covering all costs (both direct & indirect
overheads)

182 This is income from publishing activities
(VB) & QiT (VE)
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3. OUR ACTIVITIES
The following sections detail our Directorates key activities for 2017/18.

MARKETING
This year we will spend time further defining our consumer marketing strategy by getting to
understand our customers better and ensuring the right content is viewed by the right visitor, at
the right time, in the right place on the right platform. We will also further develop our brand
strategy.
Digital is at the heart of marketing with a focus on content creation, curation and distribution for
England and Britain. We will continue to be an effective GREAT partner working with public
diplomacy partners to deliver internationally and domestically. This marketing to drive the
aspiration to travel is supported by our work with the international travel trade and intermediaries
to ensure that customers can easily book regional destinations. And our work continues to be
informed by our knowledge of both domestic and international customers, delivered by
dedicated England and Britain research teams.
We will also develop metrics which we will use to measure the success of our marketing activities
and whether we have the right skills, processes and ways of working that will enable us to deliver
our marketing strategy. This is predicated upon getting clarity on VisitBritain’s marketing role
versus other strategic partners, DMOs and other players in the tourism industry.

BV&E
Business Visits & Events is a priority area for both VisitEngland and VisitBritain. Our new team,
based across London, New York and Paris offices, is delivering an international platform for
England and, at a Britain level, working across Government to build demand for key industry
sector events and to support targeted bids. Both England and Britain play an active role on
DCMS’ Events Industry Board.
The key Marketing activities will lead on a number of activities which are detailed below (more
details available in the Marketing Plan) in support of the corporate objectives:

VisitBritain and VisitEngland new priorities in 2017/18 will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deliver tourism growth
Delivery of the Discover England Fund
Deliver and amplify the GREAT OMGB Marketing campaigns
Deliver research and insights to inform Government, industry and our marketing
activity
Deepen our partner relationships to leverage value
Develop our role in the BVE sector
Ensure that we manage our funds efficiently and comply with government
guidelines
Build the skills and capabilities of our staff and teams to deliver our priorities
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Corporate
Priority

2017/18 Marketing
Activities

1

Drive the tourism  Through the GREAT campaign as well as our core GIA

promotion of
 Working with Strategic Partners to focus on global (multiBritain, its nations
market), high-profile campaigns that deliver high
and regions,
overseas
awareness and Returns on Investment (ROI), and allow
VisitBritain to deliver economies of scale and reinforce our
focus on marketing excellence, innovation and creativity


3

Continue to deliver
the GREAT tourism
programme and
amplify the GREAT
OMGB Marketing
campaigns

Description

Outputs

 Continue to play a lead role in the GREAT campaign 
working with Government agencies and Departments to
position Britain as a great place to visit, study, invest in and
do business with
 Includes the Domestic GREAT campaign, the
 FCO managed GREAT Challenge Fund and GREAT
Inverness Loch Ness Campaign
 Focus on four key stages of the consumer journey

 (Inspire; Consideration; Planning and booking; Sharing
and advocacy)
 Deliver through a global approach and market
customisation, ensuring the right message and product are
delivered at the right time to the right audience; clear path
to purchase through in market activity linking partners and
B2B developments
 Align new product promotion from the Discover England
Fund to global activity to ensure an integrated approach to
promoting Britain and new England product
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Outcomes

Host
key
international  Editorial coverage of the nations
travel/lifestyle
media
and
and
regions
of
Britain
influencers to experience Britain
encompassing key messages in
to generate content across Britain
targeted
international
media
throughout the year
outlets who reach our audiences
Influence
international
travel/lifestyle
media
and
influencers
through
various
communication
tactics
–
newsletters, press releases, story
ideas, events, imagery and
broadcast quality footage
Deliver
compelling
communication campaigns that
directly challenge significant
barriers in a territory that can flex
across a range of activities to
appeal to our audience, whilst
giving opportunities for audience
involvement

 Deliver a
investment

ROI

of

25:1

on

ROI

of

25:1

on



 Deliver a
investment

 Position Britain as a fun,
stimulating, welcoming place
that’s full of surprising immersive
experiences; counter negative and
reinforce positive perceptions of
Britain

Deliver
these
across
the
regional
spread
of
consumer cycle from inspiration  Drive
international
visitors
by
to conversion to advocacy
communicating the diversity of
Britain’s offer and the amazing
moments consumers can have,
book and share across the nations
and regions under the GREAT
campaign

4

Build out the
content marketing
capabilities
supported by
enhanced digital
platforms



An increased focus on Know Your Customer activity 
across markets
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Develop and
implement a new
organisational
strategy

Drive advocacy for experiences to be had in Britain
through content curation and distribution

A clear understanding of the role 
that content can play in meeting
the needs and wants of
international visitors


The right content, viewed by the
right visitor, at the right time, in the
right place on the right platform

Adopt content curation tools and develop content
distribution relationships with commercial partners and
influencers



Increased reach and engagement
with target visitor segments for
‘Britain’ content



Increased effectiveness and
efficiency of content planning,
delivery,
evaluation
and
optimisation

Leverage the strengths of paid, owned and earned
platforms with particular focus on two-way conversation
with our customers and engagement on all channels
Ensure digital and content play a role for the customer in
all parts of their visit to Britain, pre-visit, during-visit and
post-visit
Omni-device capability to cover all use situations the
customer may choose to interact with us in

 Build on talent and skills to provide the capability we need;
specifically across digital
 Equip staff to understand and navigate a more matrix
approach to working
 Review Processes across functions
 Deliver efficiency/ productivity targets
 Engage with PMO and Project management Approach
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Make use of user generated
content to instil authenticity and
realism

Greater peer-to-peer marketing
ability using the words of those
who have visited and enjoyed to
spur on those still in the
inspiration stage
Combined Marketing team in place  Streamlined and effective
business aligned with our strategy
Positive feedback from staff and
perceptions
L&D plan in place with agreed
priorities and resources
New and robust processes
in place
Efficiency/ productivity targets
delivered

Corporate
Priority
6

2017/18
BV&E Activities
Undertake
international
business events
promotion at a
Britain level

Description

Outputs


 Delivery of a strategic, Britain level approach to win
events for the whole nation, built around government
priority sectors. The two strands of VisitBritain’s strategy
are to:
-

-

Target international business events aligned with
Britain’s strategic interest through the Event Support
Programme
Build demand to host business events across Britain
through a pipeline marketing programme

 Work alongside Strategic Partners (including key cities),
UK Industry, DIT and GREAT, and play an active role on
the cross-government Events Industry Board
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Identification of major event
targets, segmented by:

Quantifiable outcome targets will be
determined from the BV&E strategy.

-

Long term (2-4 year horizon)
outcomes will be:
 An uplift in demand to host events
in Britain, and value from events
held in the UK

-

-

Live bids to support in F/Y
2017/18
Mid-Term prospects where
no candidate city is in place,
and where UK Gov can take
the lead
Existing UK events that can
be internationalised



Action plans to secure events
from each segment, deploying
financial and non-financial
resources from across HMG



Delivery of a pipeline campaign
to drive future event prospects to
UK partners, including production
of assets and contact building
among key buyers

 The role of England is integral to the success of
VisitBritain’s activity in the BV&E sector. More details
about England activities are covered in the England

Action Plan.

Outcomes

Delivery of market insights to
inform own and partner
investment decisions

 An increase in successful bids as
a result of intervention from
 the financial and non-financial
interventions in bids and
negotiations
 An enhanced welcome
 experience for delegates arriving
in
 Britain for event
 A more targeted approach to event
bidding resulting from insights
provided to British destinations
and strategic partners, coupled
with a more forensic evaluation of
the value of business visits and
events to the UK economy.
 A
strong
and
effective
relationship between VisitBritain
and the UK Events Industry,
based on added value provided
by VB activity.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK
VisitBritain’s international operations consists of four regional hubs, Europe, Americas, Asia
Pacific, Middle East and Africa (APMEA), China and North East Asia - serviced by offices around
the world and managed by four regional Directors. This international network lets us build
relationships with local trade, media and commercial partners as well as executing relevant, timely
and local campaign strategies.
For 2017/18 the network will focus on delivering growth through a series of focussed regional
strategies using our local knowledge and expertise, translating regional trends into meaningful
insight and incremental visitor growth for Britain’s regions and nations. The following sub sections
set out the Regions specific strategies for 2017/18.

EUROPE
1.

GROWTH - Following the EU Referendum UK-Europe relations and market forces are in a
unique moment in time. The drop in the price of sterling has abruptly made the UK a good
value destination for European visitors, however negative media coverage of the UK is
weakening perceptions of the UK which could impact intent to visit. European markets
remain best placed to drive regional economic growth, especially in shoulder & off-peak
seasons when UK destinations need most support. There will be a focus on converting best
prospect segments to choose Britain, delivering compelling relevant content at critical
points on the customer journey, driving them ultimately to purchase. Activity will respond to
any shifts in sentiment towards Britain, remain agile to take advantage of opportunities
around the value of sterling against European currencies, and reinforce positive images of
the destination.

2.

PRODUCT – The Europe team will focus on developing a pipeline of future reasons to
travel to Britain by identifying new products that can support regional and seasonal spread
objectives. This will involve gap analysis against target market segments of commercially
viable new UK product, maximising opportunities around products already being developed
by initiatives such as the Discover England Fund and making it easier for key intermediaries
to sell new product to their clients.

3.

PARTNERSHIP – VisitBritain will extend the reach and impact of activity through
partnership with commercial partners such as Expedia and EasyJet, leveraging their reach
to amplify tourism messages.

4.

DIGITAL & SOCIAL - Activity across partnerships, content, digital, social and PR will be
fully integrated to maximise VisitBritain’s ability to deliver strategic regional and seasonal
spread goals in Europe, building on the strength of broader initiatives such as the UK
Government’s GREAT campaign and the 4-year Discover England Fund.

AMERICAS
1.

GROWTH - Increase new and repeat visitors from all markets by employing a laser-like
focus on our key segments and top performing regions, as well as cities with new routes,
where appropriate.

2.

PRODUCT - Working closely with key market intermediaries and the UK industry to develop
a wide range of bookable regional and seasonal products that are appealing; Expand
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product distribution and drive conversion through effective trade network, digital channels
and event platforms. Demonstrate increased regional and seasonal product distribution
in the markets to provide more choices for customers along the planning, shopping and
booking cycle – work with the product team to identify consumer-driven demand gaps and
facilitate new product packaging.
3.

PARTNERSHIP – Establish VB as a trusted and valued HMG partner - support govt’s
post Brexit agenda in Commonwealth markets like Canada and also its ambitions in the
USA and Brazil. Work with Strategy & Communications team to localise and deliver the
PDP strategy and engagement overseas.

4.

DIGITAL & SOCIAL - To extend limited resources, activity across partnerships, content,
digital, B2B, social and PR will be fully integrated to maximise VisitBritain's ability to deliver
strategic goals in the Americas, building on the strength of broader initiatives such as the UK
Government's GREAT campaign and the 4-year Discover England Fund.

5.

HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAM - Cultivate a high performance team by investing in
training and coaching – work with HRBP and HR London to create a dynamic, agile and
positive work environment.

CHINA & NEA
1.

GROWTH - Grow Britain’s market share, improve Britain’s competitive position for long
term growth in this strategically important region; Establish Britain as a highly
inspirational and welcoming destination through top of the class marketing campaigns.
Harness good value of Sterling.

2.

PRODUCT - Working closely with key market intermediaries and the UK industry to
develop a wide range of bookable regional and seasonal products that are bespoke and
appealing to China & NEA; Expand product distribution and drive conversion through
effective trade network, digital channels and event platforms.

3.

PARTNERSHIP – stay focused on existing key commercial partnerships (e.g. HNA, BA,
AliTrip/Ctrip), while continue to nurture new partnership for brand, content, digital and
conversion; Champion tourism through strengthened Public Diplomacy Partnerships in
the region, expanding our reach and impact as valued and integrated part of HMG.

4.

DIGITAL & SOCIAL - Harness the power of digital & social (especially in China) to amplify
impact of marketing, trade and partnership activities; Ride the changing consumer trends,
engaging key target segments proactively throughout their entire customer journey.

5.

BARRIER - Continue to lower travel barriers: Develop and support more routes into
Britain from the region, especially those flying into Britain’s nations and regions; Continue
to work with UKVI to improve Britain’s competitiveness of visa services in China.

APMEA
1.

GROWTH - Grow Britain’s market share, improve Britain’s competitive position for long
term growth in this strategically important region; Establish Britain as a highly
inspirational and welcoming destination through top of the class marketing campaigns.
Harness good value of Sterling.
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2.

PRODUCT - Increase in regional and seasonal product distribution in the markets to
provide more choices for customers along the planning, shopping and booking cycle – work
with the product team to identify gaps and facilitate new product packaging.

3.

PARTNERSHIP – Extend our reach and drive incremental conversion to Britain – work with
commercial team to deepen existing partnerships and pilot test new tourism partnerships
in the region. Support the governments post BREXIT agenda in commonwealth markets
like ANZ, Singapore, Malaysia, India and also its ambitions in the GCC.

4.

DIGITAL & SOCIAL - Integrating content, digital, social media (new video strategy)
to increase VB reach along the inspiration, awareness and advocacy path of the customer
journey – work with the marketing team to strike a balance between inspirational and
informational content.

5.

HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAMS - Cultivate a high performance team by investing in training
and coaching - work with HRBP and HR London to create a dynamic, agile and positive work
environment.

The key international Network activities will lead on are detailed below in support of the
corporate objectives:

VisitBritain and VisitEngland new priorities in 2017/18 will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deliver tourism growth
Delivery of the Discover England Fund
Deliver and amplify the GREAT OMGB Marketing campaigns
Deliver research and insights to inform Government, industry and our marketing
activity
Deepen our partner relationships to leverage value
Develop our role in the BVE sector
Ensure that we manage our funds efficiently and comply with government
guidelines
Build the skills and capabilities of our staff and teams to deliver our priorities
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Corporate
Priority
Priority
1,2,3

Priority
1,2,3

Priority 5

2017/18 International
Network
Activities
Delivering growth
across the Nations
and Regions of Britain

Product Development

Partnership
Development

Description

Outputs

 The
identification
of
sustainable
growth
opportunities and gaps in markets which help boost
regional and seasonal visits from our International
network markets.

 Developing bookable regional and seasonal
products that are bespoke and attractive to the
market.

 Establish long term integrated partnership activity
and ensure VisitBritain is a valued HMG partner
supporting the Governments agenda in Europe, the
commonwealth countries like Canada, China,
APMEA and its ambitions in the USA and Brazil
 In China will champion
tourism through
strengthened public Diplomacy Partners in the
region
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Outcomes



Differentiated strategies to
target repeat and first time
visitors



Incremental level of visitors from
the international network to
Britain’s regions and Nations



A portfolio of relevant
partnerships and alliances in
place to facilitate and deliver
growth.



Delivering
against
visitor, spend and
targets



New products and bespoke
itineraries meeting market and
target audience requirements



Increased reach and engagement
with target visitor segments for
‘Britain’



Focused activity with
intermediaries and partners to
develop relevant product and
deliver growth ambitions



Delivering
against
visitor, spend and
targets



Multi-channels partnerships
that deliver regional priorities
to key segments



Partnership
activity
driving
conversion and increasing Britain
SOV year round



Partnerships which are
integrated across all channels
– content,B2B product
development and retail
Diversified portfolio of
partners to match segment fit

 Increased reach and engagement



corporate
dispersal

corporate
dispersal

across the markets

 Soft partnerships established with
HMG partners to champion
tourism across the region.

Priority 1,3

Digital & Social Media

 Harness the power of digital and social media to
amplify impact of marketing and partnership
activities.



Content, digital. Social and
PR
fully
integrated
to
maximize our ability to deliver
our strategic goals in Europe



Additional business generated as
a result of our digital and social
campaigns

 Additional travellers from the
International Network to Britain as
a result of our digital campaigns.

Priority 8

High Performance
Teams

 Build on talent and skills to provide the capability
we need
 Equip staff to understand and navigate a more
matrix approach to working
 Develop succession planning capability and
training
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L&D plan in place with agreed
priorities and resources.
Efficiency and productivity
targets delivered

 Effective directorate being able to
operate
regions

across

markets

and

COMMERCIAL
The Divisional priorities for 2017/18 will cover four key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Support the development, delivery & distribution of new product
Deepen Commercial partnerships
Increase engagement & activity with the Travel trade
Continue to grow the Retail operation

1. Support the development & distribution of new product
To support the development, delivery & distribution of new product from the Discover England
Fund projects. We will proactively influence and develop solutions to key areas of challenge to
international visitors including Rail, Luxury, and Food & Drink. All activity to be underpinned with
content & itineraries available to our Commercial Partners & intermediaries.
2. Deepen Commercial partnerships
We will continue to develop our Commercial Partnerships widening the scope to include
Government (DIT, British Council, and DEFRA) and Strategic Partners. Our main focus for
17/18 will be the development of longer term strategic Commercial partnerships, working with
Global & Regional sector leaders (Airlines, OTAs, and Tour operators, Airports) in order to
leverage the value of VisitBritain assets & expertise across markets. The approach is to work
with fewer partners over a wider range of activities and across the full breadth of the consumer
journey from inspiration, consideration, conversion through to advocacy. This includes product
development, market and consumer insight plus research, Brand and tactical campaign
marketing
3. Increase engagement with the Travel Trade
Our work with UK suppliers & the international travel trade will be enhanced with the increased
focus on product development & distribution supported by improved platforms & tools. This
will include a comprehensive e-learning program providing product & destination knowledge,
development of the trade website to showcase new product, itineraries, the VB retail shop
products, research & insights plus toolkits to support the Trade (UK Suppliers & International
suppliers).
4. Continue to grow our Retail operation
We will continue to focus on growth through Retail operation generating revenue through new
channels & initiatives, which will enable us to maximise reinvestment in VisitBritain’s wider
activity. We will proactively target new suppliers to support growth in our regional product
offering, plus leverage our existing supplier base whilst continuing the focus on the customer
to improve product offering and overall experience.We will continue the focus on maximising
operational efficiency through improved back office process and increased sales drive across
the team.
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VisitBritain and VisitEngland new priorities in 2017/18 will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deliver tourism growth
Delivery of the Discover England Fund
Deliver and amplify the GREAT OMGB Marketing campaigns
Deliver research and insights to inform Government, industry and our
marketing activity
Deepen our partner relationships to leverage value
Develop our role in the BVE sector
Ensure that we manage our funds efficiently and comply with government
guidelines
Build the skills and capabilities of our staff and teams to deliver our priorities
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Corporate
Priority
No. 1
No.2
No.3
No.5
No.7

2017/18 Commercial
Activities

Description

Continue the focus on the
development of longer term
strategic Commercial
partnerships, working with
Global & Regional sector
leaders (Airlines,OTAs,
Tour operators, Airports etc.)
in order to leverage the value
of VisitBritain assets &
expertise across markets.
This includes product
development, market and
consumer insight plus
research, Brand and tactical
campaign marketing.

 Continue to develop & optimise the longer term
Partnership agreements launched in 2016/17
supporting market & target audience requirements
 Commercialisation of VisitBritain assets
 Increased focus on the Gateway Partnerships to
support Regional dispersal
 Target new Partnerships in emerging sectors to
facilitate new audience growth
 Extend relevant Partnerships to Government
departments (DIT & British Council) and Strategic
Partners.

 A
Portfolio
of
relevant
partnerships
 Implement a program of
 Activity to impact across
inspiration, intent, conversion
and advocacy
 Integrate new Product
development & distribution into
the activity
 Test and learn approach in new
sectors

 Incremental visitors to key
markets
 Regional dispersal
 Efficiencies & optimise
overall investment
 Increased effectiveness
through commercialisation;
- Reach new audiences
- Introduce new product
development

 Implement a structured framework to manage global/
regional partners with transparency across the
organisation
 Build a global delivery team across all functions
 Empower local engagement

 Develop and implement the
Partnership framework to
enable transparency,
ownership and monitoring
capability
 One Global team delivering
tailored partnerships to mutual
benefit

 Focused strategy with each
Partnership
optimising
investment
,
skills,
capabilities and global reach
 Delivering against
corporate visitor, spend
and dispersal targets



 Development of new Product
and bespoke itineraries to meet
market & target audience
requirements

 Deliver
an
increased
number of visitors
 Deliver
an
increased
number of regional visitors

No.8
Continue to drive a ‘one
Partnership team’ global
ethos

No.1
No.2
No.5
No.7

Product development and
distribution across England
and Britain



Outputs

To work with Partners, suppliers and our regions
to support the development of product to target
market requirements
Support the development, delivery & distribution
of the Discover England Fund projects
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Outcomes

 To proactively influence and develop solutions to
key areas of challenge to international visitors; Rail,
Luxury, Food & Drink

No.1
No.2
No.5
No.7

Increased Engagement with
the Travel Trade to educate,
increase awareness & to
improve conversion to sales
of UK Tourism Product

 Supporting the promotion of new Product
development & in market distribution
 Educate the Trade through a comprehensive elearning program providing product & destination
knowledge
 Organise & deliver a world class program of B2B
events & missions (ExploreGB, WTM, ILTM,& in
market missions)

 Support through advisory role &
development of in market
distribution partnerships
 Work with Partners & suppliers
to develop solutions

 Deliver
an
increased
number of visitors to new
product & experiences

 Increase awareness of Product
development through the Trade
website, Trade education
program and VB toolkits

 Deliver
an
increased
number of visitors
 Deliver
an
increased
number of regional visitors

 Increased levels of satisfaction
from B2B event & missions
 Increased levels of
engagement across all B2B
platforms

 Continued development of the Trade website to
showcase VisitBritain assets, new product,
itineraries, the VB retail shop product, research,
insight plus toolkits to support sales for International
trade

No.1
No.5

Retail product development
and effective distribution
through the network of retail
online shops

 Proactively target new suppliers to support growth in
Regional product offering
 Leverage our existing supplier base for improved
offers and increased product offering
 Increase engagement through the onsite customer
journey & customer communications
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 Increase product availability
and offers through existing
suppliers
 Contract new suppliers where
we have a regional gaps
 Continue to develop the
customer communication
program to existing & new
customers

 Increase in International
visitor advocacy

 Deliver
an
increased
number of visitors to new
product & experiences
 Increase in domestic &
international Travel Trade
Advocacy

 Increased sales revenue &
profit
 Increased AOV (average
order value) per customer
 Increased conversion
through the path to
purchase
 Customer advocacy

No.1
No.5

Maximising operational
efficiency of the network of
retail online shops

 Continue to monitor the performance of the retail
online platform
 Continue to focus on back office process efficiency
 increased sales focus across the team
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 Develop & implement the
seasonality calendar for
relevant product promotion
 Develop a platform BAU
support agreement
 Work with suppliers who have
direct connectivity ability (API)

 Improved
platform
stability
impacting
customer experience
 Increased sales through
new product, promotions &
offers
 Increased sales revenue &
profit

STRATEGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
The Strategy and communications divisional priorities for 2017/18 will cover four key areas:
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deepen partnerships
Embed research and analytics
Build support for VB/VE with a clear communications programme
Delivering growth

Deepen partnerships
Partnership and collaboration is ever more important to ensure public money is spent effectively.
We recognise that realising Britain’s growth potential is not within the gift of any single
organisation. We will continue to build our relationships with our strategic partners – London &
Partners, Visit Scotland and Visit Wales and English destinations – working with them, collectively
and bi-laterally, to deliver sustainable growth in the volume and value of inbound leisure tourism
and business events across the nations and regions of Britain.
Using a strong and consistent narrative we will build VisitBritain/VisitEngland’s reputation,
ensuring that it is seen as an effective and trusted partner and recognised as an expert in tourism
– an industry and market authority. We will work to raise the profile of tourism and ensure it is
seen as a crucial delivery mechanism of soft power and driver of economic development.
We will work strategically with Public Diplomacy Partners – building a shared agenda to address
common issues such as welcome in Europe and revitalising Britain’s image in North America. We
will also leverage the reach of Public Diplomacy Partners to amplify tourism messages in markets
where we have a presence and extend our reach into markets where we are not active through
the FCO’s Global Britain communications program.
One marker of success will be if VisitBritain is seen as a natural partner in bids for funds such as
the Global Channel Fund. We will use the Global Challenge Fund strategically as an additional
revenue stream to extend #OMGB into un-funded markets/cities and as an engagement vehicle.
From an England perspective, the main aim is to encourage English destinations to increasingly
work collaboratively, not only on the Discover England Fund, but also across other areas of
product development, marketing and business planning.
Embed research & analytics
VisitBritain’s strength is its understanding of customers and markets. The division will continue to
develop and carry out quantitative and qualitative research to measure the volume and value of
both domestic and international tourism, to understand tourism business performance and draw
out insights from our evaluations to optimise future marketing campaigns. We will supply the
overseas networks with the data and insights they need to understand their audience and develop
a more forward-looking approach to insights, utilising a mix of quantitative analysis and forecasts
and developing a structured understanding of social and consumer trends.
Build Support for VB/VE with a clear communications programme
Our focus will be to provide a communication service for all departments across the organisation
that reaches and engages internal and external audiences, promotes and protects our image and
brand. We will also inform industry and keep them up to date with our news and activities, engage
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with the media generating positive PR coverage in national and international media based in the
UK to position us as the leading authority and go to source for inbound and English tourism and
build the value of inbound and domestic tourism.
Delivering Growth
Our major political focus this year will be to work with industry and DCMS to facilitate a tourism
sector deal. This deal which will be based on research and insights into the shape of tourism in
the future , ensuring Britain remains globally competitive , set out a compelling vision for tourism
growth building a supportive policy framework and partnership with Government to enable the
tourism industry to thrive.
Strategy and Communications will lead on a number of activities which are detailed below in
support of the corporate objectives:

VisitBritain and VisitEngland new priorities in 2017/18 will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deliver tourism growth
Delivery of the Discover England Fund
Deliver and amplify the GREAT OMGB Marketing campaigns
Deliver research and insights to inform Government, industry and our
marketing activity
Deepen our partner relationships to leverage value
Develop our role in the BVE sector
Ensure that we manage our funds efficiently and comply with government
guidelines
Build the skills and capabilities of our staff and teams to deliver our priorities
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Corporate
Priority

2017/18 Strategy &
Communications Activities

Refine our engagement with
destinations and other
England partners
2& 5
Share best practice on the
Discover England Fund

1, 3 and 5

Step up our destination
partner engagement with
account management of
nations, regions and Public
Diplomacy Partners

Description

Outputs

 Engage with England partners to ensure a strong
voice for England and to maximise the
opportunities from the Discover England Fund



Plan and host annual English
Destinations Forum



Set up coastal and rural
steering groups and feed into
Core and Heritage Cities
groups

Outcomes


Close relationship with
destinations and other
England partners



Input from England partners
into VB/VE business plan



Good understanding of DEF
learnings across English
tourism industry



Business planning with key
destination representatives



Schedule of speaking
engagements at England
partner events



Series of engagement meetings
on DEF best practice

 Ensure that our renewed emphasis on Strategic
Partner engagement and collaboration maintains
momentum (London & Partners, VisitScotland &
Visit Wales).
 Agree joint activity and shared outcomes, monitor
and communicate VisitBritain’s work to promote
tourism across Britain’s nations and regions.



High Level Marketing Plan for
Britain - agreed and delivered
by VB and its strategic partners



Close relationship with
Strategic Partners. Greater
collaboration.



Tourism recognised in FCO
business plans

 Step up engagement and work with the FCO and
DIT – in London & Overseas.



Business planning with strategic 
partners, complemented by
regular bi-laterals

British Marketing Board,
Strategy Directors Board and
seven expert to expert interboards


 Facilitate VB role as partner in the Great
Challenge Fund (GCF) including supporting
colleagues in creating strong bids.
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Quarterly reports on activity that
promotes tourism in England,
London, Scotland and Wales.

Joint activity with PDP to
address common issues /
PDP support for VB activity
GCF funded projects and
campaigns

1, 3 and 5

Step up our destination
partner engagement with
account management of
nations, regions and Public
Diplomacy Partners (Contd)

3& 5
Develop and deliver
communications across all
our stakeholder groups and
with our staff to ensure clarity
on VisitBritain/VisitEngland’s
role, priorities and outcomes
and to build our reputation



Core scripts for markets and
guidance for international
network- strengthen and ensure
consistent tourism messaging
overseas



Develop toolkit of assets for
PDPs



Ensure tourism content
incorporated into Global Britain
campaign



Ensure VB approaches the fund
in a strategic manner (e.g.
extend #OMGB into unfunded
markets) and maximises the
opportunity for additional
revenue it presents.



Opinion formers, industry,

media and Westminster and
Whitehall are kept updated on
VisitBritain/VisitEngland activity,
delivery and tourism metrics’

Effective internal and external
communications platforms

 Deliver a co-ordinated and integrated
VisitBritain/VisitEngland internal and external
communications strategy and programme
 Maintain our strong reputation in crisis
communications and lead the industry through the
Tourism Industry Emergency Response Group at
times of crisis
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Leadership at times of crisis to
ensure consistent messaging
from the tourism industry



Staff motivated and
informed and act as
advocates for VisitBritain
and VisitEngland
Widespread support for
VisitBritain/VisitEngland
activity
Mitigate impact of external
crisis on British tourism

4

Maintain our status as a  Advise on the impact on tourism of government policy 
trusted advisor to Government
and ensure that the DCMS tourism team is best
and industry on tourism issues
equipped to champion the sector



Draft briefing papers, response 
to PQs and advise

DCMS on tourism issues
Support Ministerial visits
overseas

 Work closely with DCMS and other relevant Gov 
depts to promote Gov priorities for tourism (incl:
policies, events and announcements) and make sure
ministers (through press office contacts) have
knowledge of VB/VE events, announcements and
news with chance to contribute quotes when relevant.

DCMS and other relevant 
government departments are
amplifying VE/VB messages;

2, 3,4, 5
and 6
Lead and deliver a pro-active
media engagement
programme that furthers the
organisations strategic
agenda

2, 3,4, 5
and 6

4

Provide a first class,
proactive media service to
ensure VB/VE is the first
point of call for tourism
stories

Continue to deliver research,
market intelligence, and
campaign and programme
evaluation for Britain and
England

Continues progress on
the five-point plan
High profile support for
VisitBritain/VisitEngland
and the wider tourism
sector
VE/VB is building its
narrative and telling its
‘story’ through the media
and stakeholders reflecting
its business plan objectives
and UK Gov priorities (e.g.
PM 5 point plan for tourism)

 Provide guidance and support to overseas offices on
corporate or external issues which might affect their
projection of VE/VB and identify overseas activities
and achievements which can be promoted in the UK.
 Run an effective press office - including handling  Journalists report VE/VB as  VE/VB recognised as the
media enquiries.
provider of a responsive press
expert ‘go to’ voice in the
office and as ‘go to’ for respected
media on
and reliable information on
tourism issues and trends.

 Deliver research and insights about international
and domestic markets to support VB/VE decisionmaking and market understanding, and to inform
and support the UK tourism industry with insight and
evidence.
 Support the Discover England Fund through
research, analysis and consultancy for both internal
teams and individual DEF projects.
 Embed and continue to develop new approaches to
international and domestic marketing evaluation,
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 Regular monthly and annual
reports for continuous surveys
and statistics
 Primary (ad hoc) research
projects in international and
domestic markets
 Analysis of VB’s / VE’s own and
secondary data sources to
deliver market intelligence and
insights, with a particular focus
on future trends

 Activity across the whole of
VB / VE is developed and
future-proofed using a robust
evidence base
 Increased effectiveness of
marketing campaigns and
digital activity
 UK Tourism industry is aware
of latest trends and insights
and able to use these to build
capabilities
in
attracting
international and domestic

including an approach for product development
(DEF) evaluation.
 Communicate
findings
through
appropriate
channels to ensure that they can be understood and
used by all relevant audiences
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 Evaluation of VB and VE
marketing activities through
surveys and digital analytics,
and evaluation completed for
DEF Year 1

visitors, and developing worldclass product.
 VB/VE reputation as an
authority on British tourism is
underpinned and enhanced.

BUSINESS SERVICES
As the Government continues to work to reduce the budget deficit, we will see further restraint in
public spending over the next Parliamentary period. The BTA’s organisational development goals
enables us to meet the strategic goal of growing the value of inbound tourism across the nations
and regions of Britain, working in partnership with Government, industry and the National Boards.
The new organisational structure will support the delivery of the England Action Plan and the
delivery of the New Discover England Fund.
Good governance, along with efficient and effective business processes, serve to ensure the BTA
can deliver its strategic and operational plans. The BTA also has a responsibility to ensure that
we secure value for money; economy, efficiency and effectiveness from the deployment of public
money to conduct its business. While we generally have robust systems, policies and procedures
reflecting best practice, we need to ensure that they continue to be relevant and practical for a
global organisation in all areas of financial and non-financial governance.
Our organisational development strategy will aim to:








Support effective decision making through new governance processes and
improved performance management processes
Improve investment planning and prioritisation
Increase effective use of funding and reduce operating costs;
Proactively support identification of new funding and revenue opportunities
Improve the delivery-effectiveness of the organisation;
Deliver a plan to recruit, manage and grow our capacity and capabilities
Create a culture of connected and motivated employees.

The BTA Shared Business Services (SBS) team comprises the following:








Company Secretary & General Counsel
Finance (financial accounting, treasury and financial planning & compliance)
Procurement & Contract Management
Human Resources (Policy & Central operations)
Technology & Infrastructure Support
Facilities Management (Client function)
Project Management Office

A number of services are provided by third parties and managed through client functions within
the above teams. We also have business support roles (HR, Finance, Project Management) in
the Regional Hubs which report to the International Directors and with a professional link to the
Central SBS team.
VisitBritain and VisitEngland new priorities in 2017/18 will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Deliver tourism growth
Delivery of the Discover England Fund
Deliver and amplify the GREAT OMGB Marketing campaigns
Deliver research and insights to inform Government, industry and our
marketing activity
Deepen our partner relationships to leverage value
Develop our role in the BVE sector
Ensure that we manage our funds efficiently and comply with government
guidelines
Build the skills and capabilities of our staff and teams to deliver our priorities
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Corporate
Priority

2016/17 Business
Services Activities
Develop and
implement our new
People strategy

Priority 8

Description
 Talent Management - Build on talent and
skills
 Equip staff to understand and navigate a
more matrix approach to working
 Develop leadership capability
 L&D programme; identify key skills –
particularly digital skills, commerciality,
evidenced based decision making.
 Create an environment and culture
which enables flexibility and mobility in
the workforce

Priorities
7,8

Develop and
implement our new
People strategy

 Review and develop reward and
recognition policy

Outputs

Outcomes

 L&D plan in place with agreed priorities and
resources
 Support capability and skills needed;
specifically across partnership and public
diplomacy, digital and commercial
 Understand our talent
 Have a succession plan
 Define career pathways and development
opportunities
 Sponsorship Licence (visas)
 Implement Government’s apprenticeship
scheme
 Agreed secondment process which is
supported by leadership team



 Benchmarking analysis across relevant
sectors and functions









 Review performance assessment process
and bonuses
 Non-cash benefits
 Pensions arrangements
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Staff are connected and
motivated
Mobile and global workforce
Positive feedback from staff and
perceptions
Staff successfully support and
deliver organisational objectives
Gold Standard Investors in
People by 2018 (milestones met
in 2016/17)

Improve ability to attract staff
with appropriate skill sets
Improve ability to retain staff and
reduce turnover (hotspots)
Motivate and recognise staff
appropriately and in an
affordable manner
Improve Employer brand and
reputation

Priorities
1,3,5,7

Improve business
management
processes



 Deliver reformed pension scheme
arrangements for staff



New scheme in place for 2017/18

 Scheme compliant with HMT
requirements
 Mitigate future pension liabilities

 Develop a route for a longer term IS/IT
strategy in support of the corporate
objectives




IS/IT strategy in place
Harmonisation of platforms and contracts

 Clarity of future vision and
roadmap for IT needs and
investment prioritisation
 Viable and fit for purpose
technology platform

Continue to focus on efficiency and
productivity and to implement new ways
of working

Efficiency plan in place, reflected in individual
budgets across the organisation and monitored
for delivery:
 Continue to develop procurement
strategy
 Continue to review business processes,
automate where appropriate
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Procure and implement a new HR system



Continue with development of business
tools to support or staff in a global and
increasingly digital environment

 Identify and deliver cost avoidance
measures and cashable savings in
order to deliver and sustain budget
 Improved productivity; release staff
potential and capacity where they
can make more impact

Priorities
1,2,6,7

 Continue to Develop and implement the
Project Management Approach across
the organisation

 Embed New Governance framework (Project
Boards)
 Establish and embed protocols for the
organisation to conduct a Project
Management Approach

 Increased visibility of workload and
resource deployment vs. delivery of
corporate priorities
 Clear and transparent governance

 Roll out project management toolkit; with
guidance and training to support its consistent
use across the organisation
 Better decision making; with
improved productivity and value for
 Specific/ dedicated support to Discover
money
England Fund

 Ensure Facilities are fit for purpose

 Specific support to the implementation of the
new Quality accreditation contract
 Identify new HQ facilities in London; manage
commercial arrangements and coordinate
move.
 Support identification and negotiation of office
space and technology platform in S Korea for
new team

 Facilities fit for purposes, affordable
and meet timeframes
 London Office move by September
2017
 New Overseas office accommodation
(S. Korea)

 Support changes in facilities needs across the  Office costs within budget and
support efficiency targets
international network.

Priorities
5 ,7

 Strengthened contract management
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Improve supplier liaison
Improve supplier monitoring
Guidance to business owners

More commercial approach; which
improves VFM/ cashable savings and
supplier relationship

Priorities 7



Review and implement changes to
Business Partnering function and roles
providing support to all functional teams

 Continue to review business analysis,
insights and reporting requirements
 Review arrangements for Business Partner
Roles and responsibilities after first year of
the new structure.

 Improve support to the organisation
 Improve effectiveness of reporting
 Understanding and acceptance of
accountability and responsibilities
across teams

 Increase engagement between BS BPs and
teams
 Clarify roles and responsibilities

Priorities
5,7

 Support New Quality accreditation
contracts for VisitEngland

Priorities
2, 5, 7

 Support Delivery of Discover England
Fund

 Provide high quality and cost effective
business support function (including third
party provision)
 Provide advice and support to ensure the
new contract embeds successfully and
appropriate contract management
arrangements are in place

 Successful transition and contract
delivery in year 1

 Fund Governance is robust and effective
 Fund is successful and meets targets
 Year 1 outputs/ deliverables are reviewed &
& expectations of stakeholders
outcomes evaluated, feed lessons learnt
 Lessons learnt feed the continuation
into future years
of the programme
 Year 2 programme of activities managed
 Fund probity is maintained
effectively; resources, grants and risks
managed and monitored; issues escalated
appropriately to facilitate good timely
decision making.
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ENGLAND
Introduction
2016 was a significant year for English tourism. The launch of the first round of the three-year £40million
Discover England Fund, following more than 70 applications, marked the first step on what is hoped will be
a dial-shifting initiative for the English tourism sector – creating world-class bookable products for
international audiences. This, in addition to the launch of the Tourism Action Plan – one of the first major
policy strategies launched by the new Prime Minister, Theresa May which set out a clear, strategic framework
for the development of the tourism industry – has fired the starting gun on an important period for making
English tourism a benchmark of quality for the rest of the world.
Together with these two major policy initiatives, 2016 was also a strong year of growth for the domestic
tourism industry in England. Overnight trips in the period up to May 2 saw particularly positive growth for
domestic holidays and the year up to November saw both record numbers of day trips (1.35bn) and a record
spend of £45.3bn – a testament of the underlying quality of the English tourism offer. We also saw steady
growth in inbound numbers for England, which were up by 1.78% to 24.53m visits in the first nine months of
2016, as well as records set for inbound tourism across the regions of England. In the first three quarters of
the year there were 12.2million visits by international tourists to English regions outside of London, up 4%
on the same period in 2015 and significantly outstripping the growth in visitors to London itself.
The settlement outlined for VisitEngland in the Comprehensive Spending Review of £6.9m ring-fenced for
England-only activity until 2019, along with the £40m Discover England Fund was welcome but tough choices
will need to be made about where to target this investment to effectively deliver our core priorities as outlined
in last year’s Action Plan (below):




Developing the English tourism product through the delivery of the £40m Discover England Fund.
Supporting Business Visits and Events in England.
Providing additional business facing and supporting activities, including statutory research.

English tourism has gained significant momentum in the past year – both on the domestic and inbound front
– and the 2017/18 period is the time to build on, and make the most of, that platform. Round 2 of the Discover
England Fund offers a substantive investment opportunity for the industry, with funding of between £1-2m
available for large scale collaborative projects led by Destination Organisations. The link-up between themes,
geographies and implementation bodies fostered by this round of the Fund will set the tone for the future
direction and development of the tourism industry.
2017/18 will also see VisitEngland continuing its work on the implementation of the Government’s Tourism
Action Plan, as part of its wider strategic objectives to grow and support the English tourism industry. Outside
of the Discover England Fund, wider product development will remain a significant priority, with England’s
food offer and the improvement of the marketing, distribution and accessibility of rail tourism sitting as key
priorities. Further, as Parliament’s Rural Tourism Inquiry comes to a conclusion, we hope to build on the
recommendations of the Select Committee and continue the successes of 2016/17 in developing England’s
rural and coastal tourism offer and encouraging visitors from all corners to take advantage of it. Sharing this
offer will form the backbone of our wider marketing campaigns and industry engagement through 2017/18.
The decision of the British public to leave the European Union undoubtedly poses challenges for the tourism
industry, but it also creates enormous opportunities for tourism from a domestic and inbound perspective. As
part of VisitEngland’s statutory duty to advise the Government on tourism policy, counselling policymakers
on the ramifications of the referendum decision for the tourism industry as well as helping to author policy
solutions following any new settlement with the EU will be an essential component of our work over the
coming years.
VisitEngland is particularly well-placed to help the Government and tourism industry make the most of the
opportunities presented by Brexit. Our research gives us a unique insight into the strong levels of business
2

GBTS data on domestic overnight tourism does not currently go further than May 2016.
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confidence in England post-referendum, as well as helping us to understand how tourists’ behaviour is
shifting in light of the public’s decision – all of which will inform future business planning and investment
decisions.
In the coming months and years as the process of leaving unfolds, VisitEngland will be continuing to make
the case for the English tourism industry as part of the wider considerations of leaving and will use its unique
position to ensure that the Government is fully informed of the implications, both positive and negative, of its
decisions on the tourism sector.
Further, the Industrial Strategy, outlined in a recent Green Paper by the Government, offers an open invitation
for the tourism industry to come up with a sector deal that is mutually beneficial to both the Government and
the industry. It provides an opportunity for the tourism sector to come together as a whole to pursue a strategic
direction for the next decade and beyond; ensuring that issues of skills and productivity, connectivity and
infrastructure, technology and regulations are all tackled in a coordinated manner throughout the industry. In
the wake of Brexit, it is important to underline that tourism is Britain’s third largest service export and seventh
largest export overall – it is an industry that maximise its huge potential with a sector deal. We aim to be at
the heart of delivering that deal in 2017/18 and leading the industry as it looks to the future.
This plan sets out core activities to be undertaken for England and sets the context for annual business
planning where more detailed activities, budgets, milestones and outcomes can be found.
The priorities and activities outlined will be supported through a combination of dedicated England staff led
by the England Director and VisitBritain/VisitEngland Directors along with combined BTA corporate resources
from core Grant in Aid. These include staffing, business services and corporate communications. Further
details and budgets are included in the BTA Business Plan.
The VisitEngland Action Plan will be updated annually and its delivery monitored by the VisitEngland Advisory
Board (VEAB) on behalf of the BTA Board. The VEAB will feedback comments and provide advice to the
BTA Board and CEO at BTA Board meetings.
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VisitEngland Priorities 2017-2018
Over the next financial year VisitEngland will focus on:
I. Developing the English tourism product through the £40m Discover England Fund
VisitEngland will deliver the new £40m Discover England Fund on behalf of Government. The Fund will enable and facilitate growth in international tourism and
support the domestic market through delivering world class, stand-out, bookable tourism products in response to market opportunities and consumer needs. The
funding is available for three years from 2016/17 for large-scale collaborative and innovative bids that join-up and develop the product offering across geographies
and themes.
VisitEngland has drawn from the valuable lessons from previous Funds, including the Northern Tourism Growth Fund (NTGF) and the South West Tourism Growth
Fund (SWTGF), in shaping the Discover England Fund, for example:







The short term and political nature of NTGF and SWTGF has been addressed through the commitment of the £40m three year Discover England
programme
Capacity issues locally addressed through designing criteria that supports large-scale collaboration across Destination Organisations of all shapes and sizes;
through seed-funding for large scale projects and the design and delivery of an advice and support package that includes an allocated VE relationship
manager; access to VE/VB expertise and external expertise on product innovation and evaluation; and identifying strategic challenges and national solutions
to be delivered centrally for the benefit of all projects and the industry
Timing and budget phasing (£6.5m Year 1; £11.5m Year 2; £22m in Year 3) of the Discover England Fund means that early learnings can be extracted,
shared and built into projects and future planning; 2 year projects will allow time for partnership and activities to be effectively delivered and achieve
demonstrable impacts
The objective of spreading the economic benefits of growth in international tourism outside of the London so integral to previous Funds remains the core
objective and will ensure the building blocks put in place can be maximised

There have been a variety of opportunities to bid to the Fund to date:






Year 1 Projects and pilots launched in May 2016 and 21 bids awarded funding of up to £250k for activities to be delivered by the end of March 2017;
these test and learn projects will demonstrate early successes and learnings and have the opportunity to bid for a small amount of additional funding to
build on their activities in Year 2 (2017/18)
Year 2 Large Scale Collaborative projects launched in Autumn 2016; a series of Destination Organisation led projects will be supported over 2 years and
each receive between £1-2m to develop world-class tourism products that deliver a step change in England’s competitiveness overseas and demonstrate
collaborative working across large geographies and/or themes
Year 2 Projects and Pilots: A limited opportunity with similar criteria to Year 1 for activities to be delivered by 31 March 2018
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Guidance on each round is available on the www.discoverenglandfund.org web pages set up in 2016 as the key hub for information and materials produced as a
result of the Discover England Fund. Each funding opportunity is widely communicated across the tourism industry.
In 2017/18 a major focus will be making decisions on Round 2 funding applications and driving forward set-up and delivery. It will also be a good opportunity to
reflect on learnings to date on the programme, capturing them and building them into future planning and delivery.
In addition to the grant opportunities there are other strands of activity being delivered in support of the Fund’s objectives and where there will be continued focus
and funded activities in Year’s 2 and 3. These include:




An extensive product development research programme (see research section) to support applicants, improve funded projects performance and build
industry knowledge on tourism product development. The programme was developed and implemented in Year 1 in consultation with the industry and
priorities for future research are currently being identified for Year 2.
Innovative solutions to a range of strategic challenges identified through the Fund and that impact on international visitors accessing England’s
regional tourism product. These include transport connectivity (e.g. through ticket and pricing) and international distribution to ensure the product is
reaching the consumer in the right ways at the right time and can be booked easily. These issues are also being delivered in part by the funded projects
but where sensible national solutions will be explored for wider industry benefit.

Year 2 (2017/18) delivery headlines are outlined below:
YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Discover England
Fund

Output
- Decisions and set-up for large-scale collaborative
projects

Timeline
May-Jul 2017

- Decisions and set-up for new pilot projects

May 2017

- Delivery commences for large scale projects (first
year)

Jul 17 – Mar 18

- Delivery commences for new pilot projects

Jun 17 – Mar 18

- Final evaluation framework report (Yr 1)

Apr 17

- Evaluation framework developed for large-scale
projects

Apr – Jul 17

- Strategic challenges scoping and allocating funding

Apr 17 – Jul 18

Outcome
Effective co-ordination of Fund
Partnerships active beyond the fund activity
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Replicability and scalability of fund projects
create legacy e.g. projects stimulate new
product development initiatives in other parts
of England
DMO capacity enhanced as a result of
activities (product development, partnership)
Additional visits/expenditure from domestic
and international leisure markets (national /
relating to Fund projects)

Jan – Mar 18

- Build the case for funding for DEF 2
TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Year 2 £11.5m (Year 3 £22m )

ii.

Attracting, developing and supporting international business visits and events

There is a clear case for national funding and support to ensure England, working jointly with VisitBritain, can attract, develop and grow international business events
to add value to local investment. The overall BTA investment in business visits and events totals approx. £1.5m including GREAT funding, and joint planning and
delivery through the VE/VB business visits and events team will ensure England reaps the benefits and impact of that investment.
VisitEngland has defined a Business Events strategy for England with three strategic priorities which will drive the focus of activities in 2017/18:
1. Facilitate capacity and product development in England
2. Orchestrate cost effective routes to market for English destinations and industry
3. Enable additional support for bids for new events and enhance the value of bids secured
Priorities 2, and 3 will be addressed in part through the Events are GREAT programme. In line with the VisitBritain strategy, the Events are GREAT programme will
focus on two strands:



Event Support
A pipeline campaign to drive through new prospects

As outlined in the VE and VB strategies, the Event Support programme will evolve in year two (17/18) to focus on identified, targeted events in key industry sectors;
both live bids, and mid-term prospects where a candidate city is not yet in place. Events have been identified through research commissioned by VB and through
direct dialogue with UK cities on their best prospects.
In addition, VB, DCMS and the Department for International Trade (DIT) will take steps to galvanise non-financial advocacy support for event bids (e.g. Ministerial
letters of support, engagement of UK Visas and Immigration).
VB and DIT will also focus on the potential to grow and internationalise existing UK events, reflecting an ambition cited in the government’s Industrial Strategy
Green Paper.
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Year 2 (2017/18) delivery headlines are outlined below:
YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Promotion of
England as a leading
destination for
business visits and
events

Output
 Development of rich England content

Timeline
Apr – Jun 2017

 Establish a presence in US and European markets
for England through overall VB representation
 Buyer Roadshows in the US and Europe
 A coordinated England presence at IMEX
Frankfurt, IMEX Americas and IBTM World
 Define and establish a way of working with the
Core Cities Group to support bespoke lead
generation activity

Apr 17 – Mar 18
Sep 17 – Mar 18
Apr 17 – Mar 18

Outcome
Improved perceptions of England among
business target groups
New events supported and confirmed leading to
additional visits/expenditure from international
business visits and events markets
DMO capacity enhanced

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: £410k (TBC)
iii.

Additional business facing and supporting activities, including statutory research

In addition to VisitEngland’s core priorities set out by Government, there are a set of business facing and supporting activities that need to be undertaken to enable
future delivery:
Additional product development initiatives and ensuring regional product is reaching international customers
A key priority will continue to be supporting the Discover England Fund and delivery of successful bids in terms of development, advice, education and distribution
(in market and through partners). In addition, the focus this year (2017/18) will be on extending England’s rail, food and drink, plus luxury product and offering. This
includes the Great Rail Project which is a cross government initiative working with the Rail Delivery Group (formerly ATOC) to address the challenges faced by
international visitors who want to explore the UK using (and encouraging the use of) rail as a key part of their travel plans and incorporating ‘final mile’ solutions. A
number of rail-friendly itineraries are in development across the country in partnership with distributors; AC, Trainline and SilverRail.
A focus on identifying market and regional requirements to support the development of product across the luxury, and food and drink sectors. This includes partnering
with Defra on developing a number of food hubs that are being made attractive to visitors, with an initial focus on Devon/Cornwall and Yorkshire. Mapping new
product development areas (thematic; Discover England Fund; rail and existing product fit) to markets and audiences will also take place this year to identify future
opportunities.
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VisitBritain’s successful network of online retail shops is growing the availability of English regional product, ensuring that key attractions, passes and experiences
around the major gateways and key cities can be purchased by international visitors in advance of their trip. This includes supporting the launch of the Britrail Mobile
ticket solution through the shop network.
A number of sales missions, trade workshops and fam trips are being held across the UK to provide a platform to English destinations and tourism businesses to
build relationships with international travel trade and sell their product via key intermediaries.
VisitBritain’s commercial partnerships will allow England to increase the reach of product development, distribution and marketing activities by jointly building
English products and using their channels to reach a wider audience.
YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Product development
and distribution

Sales and travel
trade engagement/
education

Commercial
partnerships

Output
- Food & Drink initiative to be developed with Defra &
launched across 4 hubs

Timeline
Jun 17 – Mar 18

- Continue to create Great Rail Itineraries & distribute
across Trade & Partnership channels

Apr 17 – Mar 18

- Support the launch of Great Rail mobile pass launched
(BritRail)

Apr 17 – Mar 18

- Develop a Luxury Product development proposition
(research & scope)
- Support product development awareness through the
trade website & education programmes

Apr 17 – Jun 17
Apr 17 – Mar 18

Outcome
New Food & Drink, Rail and Luxury product
uptake by trade and distributors

Increased trade knowledge and understanding
of England’s product offer (existing and new)

- Promote product development through the programme
of events, fam trips & missions

Apr 17 – Mar 18

New product uptake by trade (general and
Discover England Fund)

- Work with relevant commercial partners to promote
new product through their channels

Apr 17 – Mar 18

New product (general and Discover England
Fund) uptake through commercial partner
channels

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Business facing activity/costs are set out in the BTA Business Plan; Year 2 DEF budget allocated
through Round 2 projects (TBC)
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Brand, marketing and promotion of England
Marketing and promotional activity for England will be delivered by a combined BTA marketing department. There will be a strong emphasis on content creation and
digital development that responds to the needs of international and domestic markets. Domestic and international marketing strategies and implementation plans will
be developed that focus on activating customers along the customer journey. The marketing activity will focus on driving altitudinal change of the 18-34 year olds
who have steadily decreased in visitor numbers since 2006. There is an opportunity to re-position England in light of improved regional product and educate the
audience on why England offers the experiences they desire. In light of current exchange rates the cost overseas travel is more expensive providing a clear opportunity
to change customer behaviour. Audience insights will assist in the development and promotion of new and existing product.

YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Content and Digital

Output
- Clarify role in domestic marketing through the
development of a marketing strategy and plan going
forward that identifies best prospect audiences

Timeline
Apr 17 – Apr 18

Additional visits/expenditure from domestic and
international leisure markets (national / relating to
Fund projects)

- Content and digital will be developed to support the
promotion of England to both domestic and overseas
visitors. There will be a new theme The year of the
literary heroes and support for new product developed

Product Marketing

- As new product is developed marketing will work with
product teams to integrate new product in marketing
programme targeting both domestic and overseas
audiences

Outcome
Improved perceptions of England among leisure
target groups (domestic and international)

ROI for marketing activity

As new product is
launched

Improved perceptions of England’s product
among leisure target groups (domestic and
international)
Additional visits from domestic and international
leisure markets (national / relating to Fund
projects)

PR

Apr 17 – Mar 18

- Gain clarity on target audiences for domestic
marketing and use PR to communicate the
right product and messages, focusing on
driving conversion by promoting bookable
product and encouraging new product
development

ROI for marketing activity
Improved perceptions of England among leisure
target groups (domestic and international)
Messaging in line with organisational objectives
e.g. growth in the regions of England

Apr 17 – Mar 18
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- Use PR as an ongoing communications tool to reach
identified target audiences alongside, and outside of,
support of core campaigns
Apr 17 – Mar 18
- Working with key partners to promote relevant
and new coastal and rural product to identified
target audiences
Apr 17 - Oct 17

- Lead on the domestic press relations activity for
Discover England Fund

Apr 17 – Mar 18

- Deliver an #OMGB tailored PR plan to support
domestic GREAT campaign
- Identify more partner campaigns for VisitEngland to
join with to help deliver objectives with minimal spend

GREAT UK
Campaign

Apr 17 – Mar 18

- Upweight activity with social influencers to nurture a
younger market, our future customers

Apr 17 – Dec 18

- Utilise Year of Literary Heroes campaign to encourage
development of new bookable product, and create and
curate content around key themes
- Pending funding approval GREAT 6 targeting the
domestic audience will launch in spring 2017. Budget
requested is £2.5m

Apr 17 – Mar 18
May 17 – Jan 18

Improved perceptions of England among leisure
target groups (domestic)
Additional visits/expenditure from domestic and
international leisure markets (national / relating to
Fund projects)

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: TBC

SME engagement & support
Business support
VisitEngland’s Business Support function exists to support micro, small and medium sized tourism businesses to succeed and grow, an ambition of the Government’s
Tourism Action Plan 2016. A strategic review of this function was commissioned in February 2017. The review will identify where there is market failure in the delivery
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of business support to tourism businesses and where VisitEngland can add value through existing or new activities, in line with available resources and DCMS
priorities. The review is due to be completed by the end of April 2017 and will inform the activities for 2017/18.
Future activity may include:








Signposting operators to quality business support materials that address business needs and market opportunities. This includes sources of Governmentfunded support available locally, including LEP Growth Hubs, and at a national level, and support and resources available from reputable third parties. This
is currently achieved via VisitEngland’s Business Advice Hub.
In addition to signposting to tools, guides and information provided by external sources, producing key resources and advice including the Pink Book Online,
the guide to legislation applicable to accommodation.
Facilitating others to provide/deliver quality business support to tourism businesses.
Specific activities to support businesses and destinations harness the economic opportunity of the growing accessible tourism market - VisitEngland is a
leader in the field of Accessible Tourism and has gained international recognition as an exemplar of good practice.
VisitEngland Awards for Excellence, an annual awards programme that shines a light on the very best tourism enterprises throughout the country.
Signposting and promoting participation in VisitEngland campaigns (e.g. thematic, English Tourism Week) and providing toolkits and learnings (e.g. flood
mitigation, product development linked to Discover England Fund)

VisitEngland Awards for Excellence
VisitEngland expects to run its annual Awards for Excellence in 2017/18, working alongside the many destinations that run their own programmes and feed into the
VE Awards. Early discussions with destinations will help determine timescales and the categories. VE will ensure the maximum benefit from the programme to
improve the quality of the visitor experience and welcome across all sectors of the industry. Activity will commence during 2017/18, with the ceremony likely to be
held in April 2018.
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2017/18 Delivery Highlights
YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Business support

Excellence Awards

Output
- Final strategic review report end of April
2017

Timeline
End Apr 2017

- Recommendations reviewed and future
business plan developed

May 2017

- Business plan activities implemented

Jun 2017 onwards

- 2016/17 ceremony in London

Apr 2017

Outcome
Businesses supported to improve
performance and implement changes

Business excellence supported, recognised
and promoted nationally

- Planning, collaboration with destinations
Mar/Apr 2017
and judging for 2017/18 Awards, including
onwards
meeting with ‘feeder’ Awards organisers
and preparation for 2017/18 Awards
TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Budget dependent on development of detailed plan and review outcomes
National Tourism Quality Schemes
Subject to contract, the new licence for the delivery and operation of the National Tourism Quality Schemes, both those tourist accommodation schemes currently
outsourced and the ones managed in-house including the franchises and non-accommodation schemes, will transfer to the AA for a three-year term starting on 1
April 2017.
Whilst work on the mobilisation of the new licenced contract is starting in the old financial year, it is expected that this work and its full integration will continue into
Q1, FY 2017/18 along with relevant communications to scheme participants, destination organisations and wider industry stakeholders.
The strength of the future commercial partnership with the AA lies not only in its ability and experience to run the National Tourism Quality Schemes, but also in terms
of the wider marketing and scheme benefits that it able to offer to both VisitEngland and scheme participants. This includes:




The development of User Generated Content where consumers are able to give reviews on individual tourist accommodation establishments.
Social media and digital content marketing to the AA’s 14.0 million members.
Encompassing offering from tourist accommodation establishment in the AA’s Member Benefits Programme.
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New partnership marketing opportunities working with the AA’s international partner motoring organisations, such as ADAC (General German Automobile
Club), to distribute and promote the English tourism product through new international channels.

YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
National Tourism
Quality Schemes

Output
- Launch of the new service licenced to the AA

Timeline
Apr 2017

- Receive reports on the execution of the new
licenced service on a quarterly basis

Jun, Sept, Dec 17 and
Mar 18

- Scope and identify new opportunities for
partnership working with the AA

Apr 17 – Mar 18

Outcome
Revised QA scheme meeting new
objectives in driving business
performance

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Business facing activity and costs are set out in the BTA Business Plan; further external costs
dependent on detailed plan and review outcomes
Research and Insights
VisitEngland’s domestic research, focussed around the Great Britain Tourism Survey and Great Britain Day Visits Survey, deliver vital insights to the industry –
helping to explain recent trends and informing key business decisions in future planning. In addition, the annual survey of visits to visitor attractions and the tourism
business monitor are important indicators of some of the underlying trends and sentiment within the English tourism sector, while attitudinal research among domestic
consumers ensures understanding of the drivers of consumer behaviour.
VisitEngland research also sits at the heart of the organisation’s approach to product development. Allocated funding from the Discover England Fund is helping to
deliver research that will identify the steps required to drive the necessary step-change to make England’s tourism offer truly world-class.
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YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
England Research &
Insights Programme

Output
- Official statistics: GBTS, Day Visits, Occupancy,
Annual Survey of Visits to Visitor Attractions
- Other regular surveys (brand tracker, trip tracker,
business confidence monitor)

Discover England Fund
Research

Timeline
Ongoing

Ongoing

- Concept testing research

Apr – Jun 2017

- Phase 2 of BV&E research (delegate expenditure
and business extenders)

Jan - Dec 2017

- Additional IPS analysis (day visits)

Jun 2017

Outcome
VE activities delivered in line with consumer
and industry trends
Industry and DMO capacity enhanced as a
result of activities
Industry and DMO landscape better informed
and equipped to make evidence based
decisions and business planning
Industry and DMO capacity enhanced as a
result of activities
Improved project applications and
performance based on robust evidence of
international market opportunities and
consumer demand (for product development)

Jul 17 – Mar 18

Concept development / refining research

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: £520k (TBC and subject to detailed plans being developed); £500k Discover England Fund research budget
Advising, engaging and communicating with Government, industry partners and stakeholders
VisitEngland provides advice, research and expertise to departments across Whitehall as they develop policy, ensuring that English tourism is a key consideration
and that industry interests are central to the outcomes. Ministers, Civil Servants, other public sector bodies and industry leaders are engaged through regular bilateral
meetings, roundtables and conferences as part of the work to grow the tourism sector. Regular meetings will be held with MPs and Peers, both individually and
through All-Party Groups, to discuss and advise on tourism in their area and outline what they can do to support the sector. The policy focuses in 2017/18 will continue
to be managing the Brexit process and developing rural and coastal tourism.
VisitEngland’s work with English destinations, trade associations, key product partners such as the National Trust and National Parks England and the wider industry
will ensure that partners are able to feed into our work and share best practice with each other. One of the priorities in the government’s Tourism Action Plan is to
strengthen co-ordination and collaboration across the tourism landscape. Destination Management Organisations (DMOs) are an important part of the tourism
landscape, and VisitEngland’s future engagement with them is important. VisitEngland has developed principles and an engagement plan to underpin the future
relationship with DMOs that will be delivered in 17/18 and will build on the work undertaken in 16/17. This will focus on:
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1. Engaging with a broad range of destinations, and all bodies active in destination management and marketing who are welcome to attend the English
Destinations Forum and regional engagement meetings
2. Encouraging collaboration among DMOs to build and maintain strong partnerships around England
3. Enabling the sharing of best practice from the Discover England Fund among destinations and other key delivery partners and stakeholders.
The English Destinations forum will be held annually and the organisation will continue to be involved in a number of existing (e.g. Core Cities, England’s Heritage
Cities) and new tourism-related steering groups (including the set-up of a rural and coastal group to drive forward coordination and collaboration) and boards for
England as well as various tourism events across the country. VisitEngland will also explore LEPs involvement in tourism and the need for a cross-Government
dialogue with DCMS.

The annual English Tourism week is a key opportunity for destinations and business to benefit from a nationally led campaign. Regular newsletters and social
media content keep the English tourism industry up-to-date on our activities, research and events.

YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Advice, Engagement
and Communication

Output
- Destination steering groups (Core Cities, Heritage
Cities and new rural and coastal steering groups)

Timeline
Throughout the year

- Annual English Destinations Forum
Date TBC

Outcome
Improved understanding of tourism among
strategic partners
Effective co-ordination of wider tourism
partnerships and destinations

- Regional roadshows and DEF events
Jan – Mar 2018
- English Tourism Week 2017/18

Industry and DMO capacity enhanced as a
result of sharing learning and lessons

Mar 2018

TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Business facing activity/costs are set out in the BTA Business Plan; £60k in Year 2 DEF budget
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Other funded-project activity
In 2016/17, VisitEngland also managed a number of other grant-aided projects for which HM Government has awarded funding in the Autumn Statement 2015.
This included Mayflower 400 (Destination Plymouth) and Tour de Yorkshire (Welcome to Yorkshire). Mayflower 400 is a two-year project which is continuing in
2017/18, whilst Tour de Yorkshire concludes on 31 March 2017 and therefore will be evaluated in 2017/18.

YEAR 2 (2017/18)
Activity
Mayflower 400

Tour de Yorkshire

Output
- Delivery of the Year 2 business plan, subject
to approval

Timeline
Apr 2017

-

By Sep 2017

Evaluation of activities undertaken in 2016/17

Outcome
DMO capacity enhanced as a result of
activities

DMO capacity enhanced as a result of
activities
TOTAL YEAR 2 ACTIVITY BUDGET: Mayflower Year 2 budget; costs accrued from 2016/17 for other activities; associated staff,
corporate and project management costs included in BTA Business Plan
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Delivering sustainable, long-term impact
Budgets, funds and activities will be managed effectively and efficiently and reviewed quarterly to
ensure value for money for the tax payer. The business case for further Discover England Fund
investment beyond March 2019 (the end of the current three year programme) will be developed and
reflect successes and learnings to date. New models of delivery will be explored to ensure less
dependency on public sector funding and a strong focus on commercial partnerships and
opportunities. A sustainable approach to delivery will be fostered to ensure joined-up, collaborative
activities at the national and local levels. Working in partnership is fundamental to future success and
strong strategic relationships will continue to be cultivated nationally and across the regions.
The VisitEngland Advisory Board will monitor the impacts of the Discover England Fund as well as
ongoing England activity delivered by the BTA. Evaluation frameworks will be developed during 201718 across the BTA, together with a series of KPIs to enable ongoing monitoring of progress. At a high
level, outputs, outcomes and impacts are expected to include:
Outputs









DEF projects awarded in line with criteria
New product / itineraries launched in market
Consumer campaigns and digital content delivered
BV&E bid support provided and content delivered
Business support provided to SMEs
Quality Scheme decisions implemented
Research programme delivered
Strategic partnerships maintained and developed

Outcomes





Market outcomes: additional visits from domestic and international leisure markets (national /
relating to Fund projects); new product uptake by trade; additional events confirmed
Perception outcomes: improved perceptions of England among leisure and business target
groups, improved understanding of tourism among strategic partners
Competitiveness outcomes: business supported to improve performance and implementing
changes; revised QA scheme meeting new objectives in driving business performance
Partnership and Capacity outcomes: effective co-ordination of Fund and wider tourism
partnerships; partnerships active beyond the fund activity; replicability of fund projects; DMO
capacity enhanced as a result of activities (e.g. BV&E, research)

Impacts
 Increasing incremental tourism spending in England overall and across the regions
 Additional GVA in tourism sector
 Additional employment in tourism sector
 Legacy impacts (e.g. fund projects stimulate new product development initiatives in other
areas of England)
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